Majoring in... Sociology?

**Where did last year's grads go?**

- **89%** Employed
- **74%** Grad School, Fellowship
- **15%** Still Searching
- **11%** Concrete Plans (Employed, Grad School, Fellowship)

*Data from the 2016 Graduating Student Survey: 75% response rate*

**As a Columbia Sociology major, I can...**

- Think critically and holistically about social structures and complex social problems
- Analyze issues related to power and authority, poverty and discrimination, and social change
- Demonstrate command of sociological theory and history
- Define and investigate research questions
- Analyze survey or archival data with basic statistical methods
- Describe and draw inferences from quantitative data
- Synthesize quantitative and qualitative information
- Report on research findings orally and in writing
- Develop recommendations based on research findings
- Carefully document and cite sources

**What are alumni doing?**

**Employment**

- Yelp
- Atlantic Media
- Teach For America
- Northwestern Mutual
- Young People For
- Pack Health
- MDRC
- McKinsey & Company
- Google
- Columbia University

**Grad School**

- The University of Chicago
- Stanford
- NC State University

For more industries and job titles to explore, visit What Can I Do With This Major? at cce.columbia.edu/thismajor or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: bit.ly/CECareerCounseling